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are contained in the Introduction, which deals with matters of 
textual history and general appreciation, and the first Appendix, 

where the editor goes into the question of authorship. As I have 

said, he inclines to believe that this play along with Clyomon and 

Clamydes was written by Thomas Preston, author of Cambises. 
It i? a pity that he has not gone more thoroughly into this important 
problem with the desire of arriving at a definite conclusion. Every 
opportunity should be seized of binding together more firmly the 

floating population of our pre-Shakespearean drama, of putting 
flesh and bones into the shadowy personafities of tie early drama 
tists. 

Harold Newcomb Hillebrand. 

University of Illinois. 

THE VILLAIN AS HERO. A Review of a Review 

The author of a book experiences a certain satisfaction in read 

ing a review which centres criticism upon the point which he con 
siders of most importance, even though the criticism be unfavor 
able. Of the reviews of The Villain As Hero which I have read, 
Professor Cooper's is the only one which recognizes the "main 

spring of the dissertation" to be an attempt to examine Aristotle's 

generalization respecting the unfitness of the villain for the place 
of tragic hero by applying this generalization to various English 
tragedies. But Professor Cooper is mistaken in believing that my 
dissatisfaction with that generafization was due solely to my mis 

interpretation of a single term in it, and that had I used By 
water's translation of the Poetics, instead of Butcher's, I should 
have altered my conclusions. 

The conclusions which I drew as the result of my study of Eng 
fish tragedies were that other emotions than pity and fear are tragic, 
that a v?lain under certain conditions may arouse tragic emotion, 
and that, consequently, Aristotle's generalization is not altogether 
vafid. The main point in Professor Cooper's criticism is that if 
I had known that the term $i\?vdpwrrov, which Aristotle uses to 
describe tie emotional effect of the downfall of a v?lain, meant 
"the human feeling in one," instead of "the moral sense," as 
Butcher translates it, I should have conceded that "Aristotle 
does recognize tie success by some of tie later Greek poets in 

doing what Shakespeare subsequently did with tie clever v? 
lain and tie brave wrong-doer in Richard III and Macbeth. 

" 
Pro 

fessor Cooper thus assumes that tie basis of my work is a dis 
satisfaction with the term "moral sense" as an interpretation of 
our emotional response to tie fate of v?lainy, and not dissatis 
faction with the limitation of tie tragic emotions to pity and fear; 
and that, the real meaning of Aristotle's term being now before 

me, I am willing to accept tie phrase "the human feeling in one" 
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in place of the term "tragic" as precisely the phrase to describe 
the emotion aroused by the downfall of Richard III and Macbeth. 

Both of these assumptions are ill-founded. 

Perhaps I can render more clear the issues upon which Professor 

Cooper and I clash if I place together for ready reference the pas 
sages in Aristotle that contain the terms and generalizations under 

dispute.^ It is understood, of course, that Aristotle considers 

tragic emotion to consist of pity and fear only. The two pas 
sages that deal with the fitne?s of the viUain for the place of hero 
are thus translated by Butcher: 

"Nor, again, should the downfaU of the utter viUain be exhibited. A plot 
of this kind would doubtedless satisfy the moral sense, but it would inspire 
neither pity nor fear; for pity is aroused by unmerited misfortune, fear by the 

misfortune of a man like ourselves. Such an event, therefore, will be neither 

pitiful nor terrible." P. 45, Fourth Ed. 
"In his [Agathon's] Reversals of the Situation, however, he shows a mar 

vdous sk?l in the effort to hit the popular taste,?to produce a tragic effect 
that satisfies the moral sense. This effect is produced when the clever rogue, 
luce Sisyphus, is outwitted, or the brave viUain defeated." P. 69. 

Bywater's version of the same passages is as foUows: 

"Nor, on the other hand, should an extremely bad man be seen faUing from 

happiness into misery. Such a story may arouse the human feeling in us, 
but it w?l not move us to either pity or fear; pity is occasioned by undeserved 

misfortune, and fear by that of one like ourselves; so that there w?l be nothing 
either piteous or fear-inspiring in the situation. 

" 
P. 35, Oxford, 1909. 

"Yet in their P?rip?ties [representations of a reversal of fortune], as also 
in their simple plots, the poets I mean show wonderful skiU in aiming at the 
kind of effect they desire?a tragic situation that arouses the human feeling in 

one, like the dever viUain (e.g., Sisyphus) deceived, or the brave wrong-doer 
worsted." P. 55. 

There are three things to be considered here: the nature of 
the villain, the nature of the emotion aroused by the v?lain, and 
the nature of tragic emotion. Professor Cooper has thrown out 
a suggestion that Richard III and Macbeth are not "utter" vil 
lains and that, consequently, if I had demonstrated that their 
faU aroused pity and fear, my conclusion would have left Aristotle's 

generalization unshaken. So it would, if Aristotle had confined 
his statement to the "utter" viUain, but Aristotle did not so con 
fine his statement, nor did I make any attempt to prove-that 
these characters aroused pity and fear. It is perfectly obvious, 
if we examine the passages above quoted, that Aristotle believes 
that the downf aU of no man whom we are justified in caUing a vil 
lain can arouse tragic emotion. It malees no difference whether 
the villain be an "utter viUain," a "clever rogue," or a "brave 

viUain" (quoting the terms used by Butcher), or (quoting the 
terms used by By water) an "extremely bad man," a "clever v? 

lain," or a "brave wrong-doer." Now my first contention is 

that Richard III and Macbeth are v?lains. They possess quali 
ties, it is true, such as courage and inteUectual ab?ity, which are 

esthetically, though not moraUy, good; qua?ties which might be 
classed in the Ethics as virtues. Nevertheless, these men are 
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both "extremely bad," both "wrong-doers," and Richard, at 

least, a "clever" villain. Their overthrow, therefore, should not, 

according to Aristotle's plain statement, arouse the pity that we 
feel for undeserved misfortune, or tie fear that we feel for the 

misfortune of a man Hke ourselves (the only kind of pity and fear 
Aristotle recognizes as tragic). And it does not; this I admit, 
and admitted in my thesis. There is no room for argument on 
such a point, for a v?lain is a man who deserves his misfortune, 
and one who is unlike ourselves. But then, according to Aris 
totle, wiatever emotion their downfall did arouse would not be 

tragic. To this deduction I take exception. One of my original 
conclusions was that the Aristotefian pity and fear are not neces 

sary elements of tragic emotion. Professor Cooper ignores this 
conclusion, thinking he has discovered in Bywater's phrase "hu 

man feeling" an adequate interpretation of the emotion aroused 

by the fall of a v?lain. In my dissertation I set forth my reasons 
for believing that tie emotions aroused by Richard III and Macbeth 
could not be classed as satisfaction of tie moral sense, or as pity 
or fear as those terms are used by Aristotle. And I do not think 
now, after reading Professor Cooper's review, that tie phrase 
"human feeling," which Bywater defines as "commiseration of 
the tender-hearted even for tie wicked in misfortune," inter 

prets at all adequately those emotions. In the two chapters of 
my book which deal with the tragedies of Richard III and Macbeth 
I have analysed at length tie emotions which I believe are aroused 

by these two plays. If my analysis is sound, the emotions aroused 
in the case of Richard III?for I distinguished between the two?bear 
no resemblance to the commiseration of tie tender-hearted man for 
deserved suffering, and in tie case of Macbeth, very little. Pity 
and fear, I there stated, were aroused, but, I explicitly added, not 

pity for tie individual and not fear for a man like ourselves. What 
we fear, I said, is not "that we shaU become Hke Richard, act Hke 

Richard, or suffer Hke him. What we do fear is Richard himself; 
or, to put it another way, we fear tie power of evil when embodied 
in a nature Hke Richard's." "Pity also is present," I said, "but 
in a lesser degree and in a pecufiar form. // is not pity for the in 

dividual, as Aristotle suggests, but pity for tie waste of great tal 
ents. 

" 
But even this pity for tie waste of great talents and this 

fear of a man like Richard I felt to be not tie sole emotions aroused 

by tie tragedy; and I discarded tie term pity for tie time being 
in favor of the term "waste" used by Professor Bradley. My 

final conclusion in respect to both Richard III and Macbeth was 
that tie emotions that stirred us most profoundly were awe at 
the magnitude of tie forces involved, and a sense of waste at the 
loss of so much good as tie result of tie struggle between good and 
evil. Now these emotions are not the same as tender-hearted com 

miseration for tie wicked in misfortune; they are emotions of which 
Aristotle takes no account. Consequently it cannot be said that 
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Aristotle recognizes the success by certain Greek poets in doing 
what Shakespeare subsequently did with Richard III and Macbeth. 

The question remaining is whether the emotions I have just 
mentioned are tragic. I think they are, and have, in my thesis, 
set forth my reasons for so thinking. The object of this reply, 
however, is not to restate all the arguments in my dissertation but 
to refute the charge that Bywater's rendering of one Greek word 

which I neglected to consider, removes the very ground upon which 
I based my chief argument and causes the whole edifice to coUapse. 

My contention would be that neither "moral sense" not "the 
human feeling in one" (i. e. "tender-heartedness") rightly ex 

presses the emotion aroused by two Shakespearean tragedies in 
which the heroes are villains. 

If my analysis of the emotions aroused by Richard III and 
Macbeth is sound, and my classification of these emotions just, it 

foUows that Aristotle's generalization that pity and fear alone 
constitute tragic emotion, and its corollary that a viUain cannot 
arouse tragic emotion, are unsound. If we admit that pity and 
fear are not necessary elements of tragic emotion, but maintain 

that only those tragedies are to be called "best" which arouse 

pity and" fear, then we must strike Macbeth from the Hst. If, 
however, Macbeth is to be taken as an example of second-best, 
can we find anything like a unanimity of opinion (except as to 

King Lear) among people of cultivated taste as to the plays that 
shaU remain on the list of the "best" ? 

C. V. Boyer. 

University of Illinois. 
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